Electron Transfer, Ionization, and Excitation in Collisions between $\alpha$ Particles and H(1s) Atoms. THOMAS WINTER, Penn State University, Wilkes-Barre Campus — At the last DAMOP meeting,\(^1\) the author reported Sturmian calculations on electron transfer in 8-200 keV $\alpha$-H collisions, both checking numerically and extending to somewhat lower energies and substantially larger bases the calculations carried out a quarter of a century ago, which were limited to 19-24 states.\(^2\) The importance of revisiting earlier coupled-state calculations—limited by the computers then available—was pointed out in a recent review.\(^3\) Present larger basis calculations should be able to extend the range of energies while treating ionization as well as capture and excitation to lower individual states up to $n = 3$, albeit with much less accuracy than the summed cross section. Further, rough error bars may be placed on the cross sections by comparing values with different bases. The present calculations are with up to about 80 states on a 3.3 GHz IBM ThinkPad, taking on the order of one hour per integrated cross section.